Ensembles Available For Immediate Bookings

The Big Band Sound of Rufus Reid
18 piece ensemble, with Rufus on Bass and a Conductor
Music composed/arranged by Rufus Reid

“Quiet Pride – The Elizabeth Catlett Project”
20-piece ensemble ~ A five-movement, 75-minute concert
Performance Options:
• Full ensemble, includes Rufus Reid on bass and a Conductor
• Rufus’ Rhythm Section and vocalist, Completed with your musicians
• Rufus as Conductor only – Comprised of your musicians
In each case, a minimum of two days for rehearsal prior to concert

The Rufus Reid “Out Front” Trio
With Rufus Reid (bass) - Steve Allee (piano)
Duduka Da Fonseca (drums)

The Rufus Reid Quartet
With the “Out Front” Trio
Featuring Yosvany Terry (Saxophones)

The Rufus Reid “Hues Of a Different Blue” Sextet
With The “Out Front” Trio
Featuring legendary Bobby Watson (Saxophone)
Freddie Hendrix (Trumpet)
J.D. Allen (Saxophone)